Your Guide
to Better
Hospitality

Restaurant
Commerce Platform

THE DINING
EXPERIENCE IS
THE SUM TOTAL
OF EVERY GUEST
INTERACTION, FROM
THE MOMENT YOUR
GUESTS ARRIVE TO
THE TIME GUESTS
CLOSE THEIR TAB,
AND EVEN BEYOND
YOUR WALLS...

GoTab helps you
run lean, profitable
operations and give
guests a satisfying
experience.
Our restaurant commerce platform
includes all the tools you need to offer
your guests the perfect balance of
service and convenience.
Whether dine-in, take-out or delivery, you
can support every experience from our
unified platform.

73% OF
CONSUMERS
said they plan to
reduce their use of
cash at restaurants
moving forward.

49% OF
CONSUMERS
would like to minimize
human interaction
by reserving tables,
ordering, and paying
through a mobile device.

46% OF
CONSUMERS
want to settle
the bill on a mobile
app without waiting
for a server.

Source: Mann Hospitality,
June 2021
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C O N TACT L E SS
O RD ERING & PAYMEN T
With GoTab, your guests can order and pay from their mobile device.
Guests browse your branded, customized menu and submit orders
from their device, no app downloads required.
Guests prefer GoTab to traditional table or counter service models.
At least five or six times a night I get people coming up to
me after their meal and telling me how much of a better
dining experience this is because they feel more empowered.
—Joshua Phillips, Co-Founder Espita DC
G OTAB
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T HE DIFFEREN CE IS
T HE TAB
As the only platform that lets you Open and Share Tabs between
servers and guests, GoTab offers maximum flexibility. Guests can
open a tab, add to a tab and split a tab among friends without ever
having to talk to a server. Servers can open a tab on your guests’
behalf.
Tabs let guests order when and what they want. So you can earn
higher customer spend and reduce your labor costs.
With our Tabs, operators average +25% — 50%
LARGER ORDER SIZES compared to counter service.
G OTAB
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Maketto
INDUSTRY

Coffee Shop
Restaurant
Retail
FEATURES

Contactless Ordering & Payment
Open, Share & Split Tabs – Between
Guests and Servers
GoTab KDS & Printer Integration

Cloud Deployment
No Long-Term Contract or Monthly Fees
No App Download Required

Full Service Dine-In Case Study | Maketto | Washington, D.C.
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An Intuitive Solution for a Large &
Eclectic Space
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Flexible & Easy to Use Technology
Menus can be updated in real-time. The
platform is intuitive—making it easy for
staff to use.

Dedicated Customer Service
Support & Collaborative
Improvements
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More Frequent Table Turnover,
Higher Food Sales

Dinner service now sees 3 different
turns of table, and F&B sales have also
increased significantly.

— Keem Hughley, Director of Sales
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A L L- IN-ONE POS
The world doesn’t need another POS system. Here’s why we built
one. Whether they are dining out or ordering in, today’s consumers
expect a different kind of hospitality experience.
Contactless ordering & payment puts the guest in the driver’s
seat. Guests get to order what they want, when they want. But that
doesn’t mean they want less service.
Savvy hospitality operators understand that great service will always
be an important part of the guest experience. That’s why we built
the GoTab POS.
The GoTab POS is the perfect complement to our QR code ordering
& payment platform. It gives your staff all of the tools they need
to adapt to changing consumer preferences, while still creating a
personal connection with guests.

G OTAB

GoTab’s POS Lets
Your Servers Do
More
Servers and managers can start and add to
a digital Tab. They can seamlessly pass the
Tab to your guests, then update it later with
order updates or changes.

Giving guests access
to contactless ordering
through GoTab and having
them control the ordering
process has really allowed
us to significantly increase
food sales.
— John Gilbert, General
Manager, Guinness Open
Gate Brewery

With less time spent taking orders by
hand and entering them into a legacy POS,
servers can be proactive and anticipate
guest needs with:
•

More table touches …

•

More upsells …

•

Resolve issues faster …

When guests are ready, they can close out

Our staff loves it…it helps
us stay busy and sell so
much product.
— Jennifer McLaughlin,
Co-Owner, Caboose
Brewing Company

their tab on their mobile device via Credit
Card, Apple Pay, or Android Pay. Guests
who prefer the traditional payment process
can also pay with a physical card.

The whole business model
and pricing is incredibly
attractive. GoTab is
providing a tool, whereas
other companies that are
our ‘partners’ jam their
hands in our pockets. We
also keep the customer
data and intel.
— Dan Simons, Co-Owner,
Farmers Restaurant Group

G OTAB

GoTab POS
Hardware
•

•

•

•

POS Terminal and KDS Display
Station – High-definition screen with
waterproofing front display and
10-point capacitive touch.
Hand-held Ordering Tablet –
Lightweight and easy to carry, allows
your team to have mobile ordering
capability.
GoTab Router – Small network device
that sends orders from GoTab as well
as any existing POS to existing printers.
Cash Drawer – Five bill six coin cash
tray.

GOTAB RESTAURANT
POS FEATURES
Durable, low-cost,
high-quality
hardware
No contracts
or subscriptions
required
Simple, fast easy
set-up
Integrates with
GoTab’s top of line
contactless ordering
and handheld
terminals
Cloud-based:
access your POS
data anywhere
Dedicated support
staff available
during all operating
hours

G OTAB
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KI TCH EN MAN AGEMENT
SYS T EM
Get a live view of orders placed through GoTab. Claim orders,
change receipt printing settings, message customers, and view tips.
With no special hardware required, the GoTab KDS can run on any
Internet-connected Android, iOS or Windows tablet or phone.
G OTAB WI L L ALLOW YOU TO
Monitor Open Orders
•
•

Time-stamped with active ticker
Item multiplier for multiple open items to expedite fulfillment

View Closed Orders
Batch Orders
Throttle Orders
Access Current Tip Count, Smart Tipping
Quick Disable (86 Items) with Audit Trail
Real-time GoTab support 24/7 via phone, chat, or email
G OTAB

Real-Time Menu
Control
GoTab lets you change on-the-fly, add, and
86 menu items and ingredients from the
KDS and ensure you’re offering a menu
that appeals to your guests.

Yelp reviews at GoTab
establishments mentioning
“GoTab”, “ordering system”
experience a ½ Star
increase in positive
reviews.

Customize how your digital menu displays
and support full eCommerce capabilities.
Add your own branding, photography, and
even multimedia (video), and:
•

Add and adjust categories, schedules,
images and the order of menu,
merchandise or grocery items

•

Set up menu modifiers, standard tax
and default tip rates

•

Use GoTags to make it easier for
guests to sort or search your menu; i.e.
vegetarian, vegan, spicy, etc.

•

Enable, disable or 86 items on demand

•

Customize menu(s) by “zone” or
on-premise location; i.e., patio, dining
room, bar, etc.

240%
INCREASE
Year-Over-Year
in F&B Revenue

I used your software at a
restaurant a few weeks
ago and loved it! As a
consumer, it’s a great
experience and definitely
made me feel a little more
comfortable during these
crazy times!
Anonymous Guest - CT

G OTAB
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Meeting a Surge in Online Demand
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Stone Brewing
INDUSTRY

Brewery, Restaurant
Dine-in, Takeout, Curbside Pickup
F E AT U R E S

Contactless Ordering & Payment
Open, Share & Split Tabs – Between
Guests and Servers
GoTab KDS & Printer Integration

Cloud Deployment
No Long-Term Contract or Monthly Fees
No App Download Required
Two-Way Text with Guests

Brewery Case Study | Stone Brewing | California
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Fast Setup

To meet the surge in demand, Stone
moved 100 percent of their take-out and
delivery orders through GoTab almost
overnight.

Easy-to-Use

While the roll-out was fast, Stone made
sure staff was fully trained and able to
assist guests while using their contactless
ordering and payment. The outcome has
been overwhelmingly positive for Stone
and their fans.

Increased Check Averages
25-50% & Reduced Labor
Costs 7-15%

When guests order through GoTab, they
The
are fully in control of their experience.
easy-to-use application make guests order
more leading to increased revenue.

— Gregg Frazer, VP of Hospitality
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T WO- WAY GUEST
C O MMUNICATION
With two-way SMS text communication, your guests are always
kept informed. That means you can respond to guest feedback in
real-time. GoTab can notify you when a guest submits negative
feedback so you can address their concerns right away, before
they post on Yelp.
We have been able to optimize our culinary operations and
handle an exponentially higher volume of orders thanks to
GoTab’s technology.This has led to robust sales and a 240%
increase year-over-year in F&B revenue.
—Zach Dimmitt, Food & Beverage Director,
Hilton Omaha, Omaha, NE
G OTAB
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Hilton Omaha
INDUSTRY

Hotel
ice
Dine-In, Takeout, Delivery/Room Serv
FEATURES

Contactless Ordering & Payment
Open, Share & Split Tabs – Between
Guests and Servers
GoTab KDS & Printer Integration
Loyalty, Discounts, Coupons

Cloud Deployment
No Long-Term Contract or Monthly Fees
No App Download Required
Two-Way Text with Guests
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Technology that Optimizes Operations
To Handle Higher Volume
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Robust Performance & Sales

The use of GoTab’s technology and
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Restaurants & Breweries:

Hotel, Retail & Events:

T R U ST ED BY AMAZ IN G
O P ERATORS & PARTNERS
GoTab processes more than $250M in transactions per year from
large- and mid-sized restaurants, breweries, bars, hotels, food halls,
stadiums and other entertainment venues across the U.S. and Canada.
KEY FE AT URE S
QR-Based Contactless Ordering & Payment
For Guests

Apple, Android, Credit, Debit, and Gift Card
No App Download Required
All-in-one-POS, Restaurant Commerce Platform
Concierge, Manager, Kitchen Display, & Host Display Apps
Enterprise-Class 24 x 7 Support

For Operators

Online Training and Support
99.99% Availability
No long-term contract
No monthly fees
Pay-at-Table - Credit, Debit, Gift Card, Cash

G OTAB

Integrated Partners
7shifts is labor management software designed
for restaurants. They help managers and
operators spend less time and effort scheduling
their staff, reduce their monthly labor costs and
streamline team communication.
Compeat is a restaurant management software
system that provides an integrated Accounting,
Back Office, Workforce and Intelligence portfolio.
They have the most comprehensive and
innovative accounting, back office, workforce and
intelligence portfolio in the industry and over 34
years of restaurant and technology best practices,
giving restaurants a true technology partner they
can trust today and for the future.
Launched in Palo Alto, California in 2012,
DoorDash is a technology company that
connects people with the best in their cities.
They streamline and facilitate door-to-door
delivery across America which empowers local
business, and in turn, generates new ways to
earn, work, and live.
inKind is the largest provider of non-dilutive
growth capital for hospitality businesses. Their
portfolio includes Mina Group, Blue Stone Lane,
and 400+ independent restaurants.
MarginEdge is a powerful restaurant solution
that seamlessly combines paperless invoice
processing with POS and accounting integrations
– creating massive time savings and high impact
daily financial reporting.

G OTAB

Integrated Partners
Omnivore unifies technology for guest
engagement and technical agility. With a curated
selection of the best solutions, restaurants easily
connect and activate technologies to improve
their business including online ordering, payment,
labor and more.
Postmates helps people unlock the best of
their cities with an insanely reliable on-demand
“anything” network. Launched in 2011, Postmates
pioneered the on-demand delivery movement in
the US by offering delivery from restaurants and
stores previously only available offline.
QuickBooks is an accounting software package
developed and marketed by Intuit. They offer
on-premises accounting applications as well
as cloud-based versions that accept business
payments, manage and pay bills, and payroll
functions.
Restaurant365 provides a restaurant-specific
accounting and back office software platform
that alleviates the significant burdens placed
on restaurant operators – allowing concepts to
operate more efficiently and profitably in a digital
world.
Valutec Card Solutions is a full service gift &
loyalty card solutions provider. For over 10 years,
we have served as an industry leader in prepackaged and custom gift card programs and
merchandising tools.

G OTAB
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M O RE T EST IMONIALS
Hear what our customers are saying...
People are so excited that they don’t have to wait to order anymore.
Whether they want another round or forgot a food item, the
convenience is next-level. We are excited to keep working with
GoTab as our indoor dining options reopen and more people get
vaccinated. Our staff is less stressed out as well. It’s been easy
getting them up-to-speed on the interactivity with the app and how to
explain it to customers, and they even enjoy using it themselves for
staff meals. When they spend time answering guest questions now,
they can take their time, as they’re not running to other tables to take
orders or check in.
—Stephen Dorame, Assistant General
Manager, Arts District Brewing Co.
GoTab is the best solution for contactless ordering and payment in
the current landscape. It has given us the tools to pivot during this
past year, and we’re excited to evolve our hospitality service model
to blend technology and in-person hospitality, particularly for our
luxury clientele.
—Camilo Rivera, General Manager,
The Delegate a Marriott Property
G OTAB
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2016
MOBILE PAYMENT

2018
MOBILE ORDERING &
PAYMENT

2021
RESTAURANT COMMERCE
PLATFORM

A BO UT G OTAB, IN C.
GoTab, Inc., a Restaurant Commerce Platform (RCP), is helping
large- and mid-sized restaurants, breweries, bars, hotels and
other venues run lean, profitable operations while making guests
even more satisfied. It integrates with popular point-of-sale (POS)
systems and allows patrons to order and pay through a server,
order and pay directly from their own mobile phones, or blend the
two experiences all on one tab, through its easy-to-use mobile
POS, contactless ordering and payment features, and kitchen
management systems (KMS).
The guest never has to download a mobile app or create a
password. Operators get flexible features that can be rapidly applied
to access new revenue streams via dine-in, take-out and delivery,
ghost kitchens, retail groceries, and more.
Founded in 2016, GoTab processes over $250M transactions per
year with operations across 35 U.S. states and growing.
CONSULT OUR
Media Kit
G OTAB

REQUEST
a Demo

LEARN MORE
at gotab.io/en

GREAT SERVERS
ARE GREAT…
When You Can Find Them.
GoTab operators have seen a 25% – 50% increase in average
check sizes. They’re doing more with less and helping
their great servers shine.

Request a Demo, Today!

G OTAB

Restaurant Commerce Platform

Reduce time taking orders and swiping cards.
Give guests more attention.
(202) 949-6886 • info@gotab.io • gotab.io/en/

REQUEST
YOUR
FREE DEMO,
TODAY!
901 N Stuart St, Arlington,
Virginia 22203, US
(202) 949-6886
info@gotab.io
GOTAB.INC

